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1. Introduction 
 
Create Gloucestershire (CG) is an umbrella arts and cultural organisation. Founded in 
2011, it aims to be the leading research and development resource for the arts and 
cultural sector in Gloucestershire. Our goal is to ‘make arts everyday’, a greater 
understanding of the central role and purpose of arts and culture in our lives. 
 
We are driven and resourced by our members and associate members (140+ in total - for 
a full list of members click here). Our purpose is to enable and support innovative, 
strategic and collective action at a time of unprecedented financial pressure and political 
change for the sector. 
 
CG is looking to recruit new Directors to join its Board with specific experience, 
knowledge and networks in the following sectors:  
 
Health, education (early years, primary or secondary), marketing and digital 
technology, financial management, libraries, galleries and the heritage sector. 
 
A total of 8 Directors will be selected:  
 

• 4 Directors from existing CG membership 
• 2 from ‘Cultural Organisation Representatives’, individuals drawn from the wider 

cultural sector in Gloucestershire including but not limited to museums, libraries, 
galleries and archives.  

• 2 ‘Independent Directors’ selected from outside CG membership, who have a 
commitment to arts and culture but who would not directly benefit from any 
funding or support from CG 
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2. Our Vision 
 
CG brings together a wide range of people committed to developing a world-class arts 
and cultural offer in Gloucestershire. 
 
Our shared ambition is for Gloucestershire to have: 
 

1.  A cultural life that is meaningful, fully accessible and affordable to all the people 
who live here and which is a honey pot for successful businesses and tourists. 

2.  A vibrant community of artists who feel nurtured and celebrated from first steps 
through to international careers. 

3.  Audiences that are engaged, involved and diverse so that the best artists and 
companies want to work here. 

4.  Cultural venues, festivals and events across the six districts that welcome and 
generate fresh, inspiring and risk-taking work of an excellent standard. 

5.  First-class communication that shouts about and celebrates Gloucestershire’s 
cultural life. 

6.  Culture as a visible and cherished thread that runs through all strands of public 
policy – social, economic and environmental. 

7.  An educational opportunity for children and young people that introduces and 
teaches arts and creativity at school and in other settings with the same 
dedication that’s given to the teaching of numeracy and literacy. 

8.  Arts and culture “prescribed” as commonly as medicine, providing a preventative 
and therapeutic solution for those with health and emotional challenges. 

 
This manifesto comes alive in a range of ambitious and exciting projects, listed in full in 
our development report which can be found on our website here. 
 
3. Create Gloucestershire’s Governance, Vision and Structure 
 
CG is a not for profit company limited by guarantee number 07751321.  
 
It has a robust, democratic governance structure with, broadly speaking, 60% of 
Directors from the arts and cultural sector and 40% of Directors who are “independent”. 
This ensures that while CG is led by the arts and cultural sector it has input and objective 
challenge from outside.  
 
In 2016 a new category of Director Cultural Organisations representative was added to 
enable us to engage and represent the wider cultural sector including libraries, galleries 
museums and archives - services still often run within Local Authority. 
 
Directors are expected to embrace the seven principles of public life as outlined by Nolan 
Committee: integrity, selflessness, objectivity, accountability, openness, honesty and 
leadership. 
 
CG is an experimental body. The organisation, therefore, has an appetite for risk in its 
activities whilst keeping with its desire to fulfill an ambitious mission. This enterprising 
spirit needs to be balanced against the obligations and responsibilities that fall to any 
Director. This tension is well understood and reflected among the Board of Directors. 
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Debate and decision-making at the CG Board are underpinned by key governance 
principles that were debated and agreed during “setting up” consultations with artists and 
arts organizations as follows: 
 

• CG is of and for its members and that member engagement and support is 
fundamental to the longer-term legacy of the organisation 

• Transparency is vital if members and other key stakeholders are to trust and 
understand Director decisions even if they are not “winners” on every occasion 

• Decision-making is fleet of foot so that the CG can be entrepreneurial and respond 
quickly to opportunities as they arise 

• There is as short a line as possible between funding received and delivery on the 
ground 

 
The Board meets on a quarterly basis and makes key decisions about strategy, 
resources, and sustainability. The Board is supported by a Director (Pippa Jones) and a 
Development Facilitator (Rachel Adams) who execute strategic plans and provide 
accurate and detailed information to the Board to enable them to monitor progress 
against strategic objectives. 
 
As a membership organisation, CG values and priorities are led by its membership, 
which has collectively created the CG Manifesto (our shared ambition outlined above). 
This provides a framework and structure for all work carried out by and through the 
organisation. All initiatives and projects must clearly contribute towards achieving the 8 
aims therein. Members’ meetings are held quarterly to ensure good communication and 
sharing of ideas, resources and plans across the organisation.  
 
The website is used to update members on relevant opportunities and projects. 
 
CG Directors are appointed with duties under Company Law and is chaired by 
Independent Director Gordon Mitchell.  
 
Other current Directors are: 
 
Justin Gregory- Vice Chair, (Independent Director) 
Head of Faculty: Art, Culture and Media; SGS College  
 
Tomas Millar (Independent Director) 
Millar Howard Workshop  
 
Deborah Rees (Member Director) 
Director, Roses Theatre 
 
Lucy Sharp (Member Director)  
Managing Director, Art Shape  
 
Sally Gibson (Member Director)  
Artistic Director, Artspace Cinderford  
 
Ed O Driscoll (Member Director)  
CEO, AIR in G 
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Previous Directors include: Geoffrey Rowe (CEO The Everyman), Gordon Scott (CEO) 
Prema, Cath Wilkins (Director G Dance), Ali Russell (CEO New Brewery Arts) and 
Malakai Patterson (Independent). 
 
 
4. Directors’ Duties 
 
The specific duties of Directors are to: 

• Contribute to all aspects of Board governance from strategic direction to ensuring 
the appropriate management arrangements are in place to deliver the 
organisation’s aims and objectives; 

• Actively engage with key stakeholders in fields that are relevant to their business, 
acting in an ambassadorial capacity as appropriate; 

• Provide specific sector expertise where the Director’s contacts and knowledge will 
be invaluable in supporting CG activities; and 

• Participate in Board decision-making on the innovation agenda, and design of new 
programmes and partnerships. 

 
It is important that all Directors are aware of the need to manage conflict of interests.  
 
A CG Director drives the mission of CG and acts in the wider interest of the arts and 
cultural sector. Where there are any interests or potential interests these must be 
declared and Directors take no part or vote in discussions of items where they have a 
direct or indirect financial or other interest. 
 
5. Directors Person Specification 
 
We are looking to recruit up to 8 new Directors:  
 

• 4 Directors from existing CG membership 
• 2 from ‘Cultural Organisation Representatives’ from the wider cultural sector in 

Gloucestershire including but not limited to museums, libraries, galleries and 
archives  

• 2 will be ‘Independent Directors’ selected from outside CG membership, who have 
a commitment to arts and culture but who would not directly benefit from any 
funding or support from CG 

 
In this recruitment round we are specifically looking to recruit Directors with experience, 
knowledge and networks in any of the following areas: 
 
Health including public health, education including early years, primary and/or 
secondary, marketing and digital technology, financial management, libraries, 
galleries and the heritage sector. 
 
Collectively our aim is to achieve a good spread across Directors in terms of geography, 
organisational size, and the arts and culture sector. 
 
Additionally, all Directors must be able to demonstrate: 
 

1. Experience of operating as a trustee or non-executive director or evidence of 
transferable skills, including: 

a. Strategic capability: sharp mind and good judgment  
b. Ability to build strong relationships and act as an ambassador: 
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commanding respect and influencing key stakeholders within own 
sphere of expertise and more widely within the SW and UK  

c. Demonstrable understanding of respective roles and responsibilities of 
non- executive and executives and of collective decision-making.  

 
1.  A mind-set aligned to CG and its Board of Directors, including: 

a. Independent: able to challenge and support  
b. Visionary, creative and passionate about arts and culture  
c. Team player who leaves their ego at the door  
d. Honest and transparent ensuring confidentiality where required.  
e. Confident without being dogmatic 
f. Keen to enhance contribution through feedback 

 
2.  A demonstrable understanding of and commitment to CG aims and objectives  

 
3.  An ability to meet the time commitment outlined below 

 
6. Terms of appointment 
 
There will be approximately 5 meetings a year in venues around the region. 
 
Directors shall be appointed for a 3-year term, and a person ceases to be a director as 
soon as that person has served 2 consecutive 3-year terms (unless the members resolve 
otherwise). 
 
Some additional time will be required to study papers, attend events and represent CG at 
meetings/functions. 
 
The posts are unpaid but all members can make claims for travel and subsistence 
incurred on CG Board business. 
 
7. How to apply 
 
Applications should be sent by email to hello@creategloucestershire.co.uk by 5pm Friday 
6 May 2016.  
 
Interviews will be held Tuesday 10 May at The Roses Theatre, Tewkesbury. 
 
Please enclose with your application: 

• A full CV, including educational and professional qualifications, full employment 
history showing the more significant positions, responsibilities held, relevant 
achievements and budgets and staff managed, and latest remuneration including 
any benefits 

• A covering note of not more than 2 pages (total) summarising your ability related to 
the Directors person and job specifications 

• The Create Gloucestershire Equal Opportunities Monitoring Form - Appendix 1 
which you can find with this advert and on our website. 

 
Applications from all groups are warmly welcome. 
 
Should you require this application in a different format, please contact 
hello@creategloucestershire.co.uk  


